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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE



ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
TIME 7
TIME 3

Programma L’armadio, is 
multifunctional system for daily needs, 
with different door’s opening as leaf, 
folding and sliding, with different sizes 
and customised units available with 
many finishes: matt or glossy lacquered, 
essences, ash wood open pore, our 
samples, Canaletto walnut, wengè, 
natural walnut, mirror and glass colour.
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ARMADIO ANTA 
SCORREVOLE 

TIME 7 CON  
PANNELLI  

FRASSINO PORO 
APERTO BIANCO 

E LUCIDI LACCATO 
BIANCO

In the previous page it’s represented 
sliding door wardrobe with TIME 7 door, 

available in ash wood open pore with 
glossy lacquered colour, with many 
standard sizes to satisfy everyone’s 
needs and requests. This door has 

also straighten units, lateral builded in 

lacquered versions, essence or mixes 
solutions. In the next page: wardrobe 

Time 3, white glossy lacquered.
9

handles art 295.01, available with many 



ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
NOBILITATO MATERICO

Sliding doors wardrobe with materic 
Linette BO11, made in White with handle 
295.01. Doors Closet is equipped with 
soft sliding system  for both closing and 
opening.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
TELAIO_PROFILO_LISCIA

Telaio sliding lacquered door’s 
technical detail with transparent glass 
panel, reflective or mirror. portal Art 
22539 with vertical divisions, shelves 
and drawers. Portal Available with 
 matt lacquered colours. In the 
next page it is shown our 3 doors 
sliding closet, white matt lacquered 
lateral MIX doors, transparent glass 
panel Telaio central doors.
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IMMAGINA  
CHE TUTTO SIA 

SEMPLICEMENTE UNA 
QUESTIONE 

DI ORDINE E DI 
ORGANIZZAZIONE 

DEGLI SPAZI.

Anta Telaio sliding detail with led light 
switching and door’s opening. Moving 

dividing panels, pull out shelves, sample 
lacquer. Price list dimensions. In the next 
page, mix leaf  and sliding doors, slowing 

down system, low relief handle, doors with 
particular design.
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ARMADIO 
ANTA LISCIA 

SCORREVOLE 
FINITURA 

PORO APERTO 
LACCATO 
BIANCO.

22

Plain sliding wardrobe, ash tree open pore. 
Dimensions cm 76 or cm 99. Lateral handle 

art. 295.01, slowing down system for 
closing and opening. Straighten units and 

lower and upper regulations. Previous page: 
profile door, central mirror, profile door with 

matt lateral panel.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
MIX

Mix door detail, Canaletto walnut. 
Next page: mix door sliding wardrobe, 
Canaletto walnut, gray glossy lacquered 
door. Page 28/29 sliding closed 
melamine material FB03 handle Mix.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
FILO 00

Filo 00 handle’s detail. Filo 00 sliding 
door aluminium, side handle. White 
extralight crystal panel. 3 pieces door 
with soft opening and closing.
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45°, orizontal units cm 13. Three central 
mirrors, available with crystal colours, 
matt or glossy lacquered.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE 
BORDO 3

Bordo 3 and handle’s art. 791.25 details. 
Multiply wood lateral frame cm 25, pivot 
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ARMADIO  
SCORREVOLE 

BORDO 3  
LACCATO BIANCO 

OPACO CON  
CRISTALLI  

COLOR 
EXTRALIGHT 

BIANCO

White glossy bordo 3 sliding door. 
Available colours for panels and crystals. 

Matt 345 frame. Soft closing and opening 
for doors. Multiply wood mm25 doors with 

balance mechanism.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
FACE

41

Free expression of shapes, colors and 
combinations of materials in the sliding 
closet FACE, door panels consisting of 
3 interchangeable finishes in the sample. 
At side composed door Melamine 
Materico 76 LM combined with 
matt lacquered MO21. The cabinet can 
be made in a single colour finish. 
Aesthetics diversification in a traditional 
two-way sliding wardrobe.



ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
FACE

At side closet with FACE door, matt 
lacquered Tortora MO21, combined with 
melamine finish material Santos Gray 
LM98 matrix. On the next page FACE 
gray, matt door lacquered finish MO67 
combined with melamine French Gray 
SO27 Azimut. Closet changes dress 
featuring your interpretations, elegant, 
sober, cheerful, unique, individual.

Nobilitato Santos Gray LM98 Nobilitato Grigio Reale MO67 Nobilitato Materico Similpelle UB07
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
FACE

Face wardrobe, here presented in one 

melamine inish UB07.  Face closet can 

be taylor made with inishes on price 

list and  in the combinations allowed: 

essence, matt or glossy, mirror, open 

pore or melamine.
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ARMADIO 
SCORREVOLE
FRAME

Door Frame with perimeter  in essence 
and mirror can be matched to any 
door Fimes proposes:, it can be made 
in Burned Wood or  Canaletto walnut 
finishes , with matt or glossy  frame, 
silver, bronze or fume mirror in our 
different sizes. Next Page: closet with 
central Frame door and plain lateral one.

Maniglia Frame
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ARMADIO
BATTENTE



ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
VERTICAL MIX

Wardrobe with hinged  plain door and 
Vertical door with in builded handle. Full 
height handle available with colors on 
request. Made in finish material BO07 
simil leader. Next page vertical doors 
closet, white matt lacquered MO01.

Nobilitato pelle B007
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
MIX CON PORTALE
SU MISURA

White matt detail of equipped unit code 
22539, available with equipped version 
with shelves, 3 drawers, leather handle 
and built in led. Next: plan leaf glossy 
door wardrobe, built in mix handle, 
equipped unit  for a new aestethical and 
original solution.

Maniglia Mix
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62

LA FUNZIONALITA’ 
CHE ARREDA  
I TUOI SPAZI  
QUOTIDIANI CON 
ATTREZZATURE  
INTELLIGENTI

Equipped portal details art. 22538; 
drawers with leather handles, customised 
aesthetical equipped portal unit instead of 
closing filler. built in led on base and top 
and useful shelves for space’s 
organisation. Portal made by Medium 
Density Fiberboard, with minimum depth 
from mm 15 to have extreme elegance for 
this internal space decorative element.
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
LINE - POINT

Glossy lacquered closet, leaf door, 
mixing of Point and Line doors. Wide 
range of leaf doors with many finishes. 
Possibility to have a modern design 
closet concept. Next page: leaf door, 
mixing Point and Line doors.glossy 
lacquered Big range of leaf doors 
to have many different functional 
and aesthetical closet’s solutions for 
everyone’s needs.

Maniglia Line Maniglia Point
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ARMADIO 
ANTA LINE 
BATTENTE 
FRASSINO 

PORO APERTO

Viene qui raffigurato l’armadio battente 
con anta line frassino poro aperto, 

disponibile in diverse variazioni di colore. 
Questa alternativa permette un’innovativa 

presentazione dell’anta battente, che si 
impreziosisce nella finitura con laccatura 
colore a poro aperto, facendo risaltare la 

naturale venatura del legno. La modularità 
dell’armadio battente consente soluzioni 
adatte ad ogni tipo di esigenza tecnico 

funzionale.

Line door , ash tree open pore leaf 
wardrobe, available with many colours 

versions. Innovative idea for leaf doors, 
with particular open pore finish, with natural 

wood’s lines. Leaf closets units are useful 
for every functional needs.
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
ANTA TELAIO

Hinged doors closet,  matt and glossy 
lacquered Telaio door . Quilted simil 
leather  Central panel, also available in 
mirror or lacquered. Chest of drawers 
with different elements, includes side 
and back mirror, shelf with LED. Handle 
940 bronze cat A.
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
RIQUADRO
TRASPARENTE

Hinged doors wardrobe  with Riquadro 
fumè trasparent glass door. Inside 
finish Burned Wood. Elegance and  
atmosphere in any environment. The 
wardrobe becomes a refine design unit 
not only for clothes. On the next page 
composition combined with shoerack 
element without doors Burned wood 
finish. Next: trasparent Riquadro door, 
central unit with dresser and back mirror 
elements. 

Maniglia Riquadro
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
MANIGLIA cat A_B

AG customizes its closets with 
different opening solutions: applied 
handles or in builded ones. Cat A  
handles with additional price, Cat B 
handles with no charges. Next page 
plain doors closet in finish material FA33
with handle cat B Art. 882 bronze.

Nobilitato FA33
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L’ATTUALITA’ E 
LA SEMPLICITA’ 
DI UN AMBIENTE 
MAI BANALE MAI 
SCONTATO 
DUREVOLE NEL 
TEMPO

On the right it is shown and underlined the 
refine leaf door , with precious handle cat 
A code 10105 , matt lacquered CR 345 
version.. The easy hidden handle highlights 
the  modern and simple style  design  for 
an easy plain doors. The handle con be 
completely hidden inside the door. 
Moreover , Programma l’ armadio can offer 
a big range of leaf doors solutions.
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VALORIZIAMO I TUOI 
SPAZI 

D’ARREDO CON 
SOLUZIONI 

PERSONALIZZATE A 
MISURA 

linear leaf element with corner one, bridge 
unit, and different heights for gambrel roof.  

for space’s needs. Handle 940.01 cat. A
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
ANTA LISCIA
LACCATA

Equipped portal unit’s detail co art 
22532, with crystal panels and led in the 
lower and upper side, matt lacquered 
version. Available also with glossy 
lacquered finish, Canaletto walnut, 
burned oak. Riquadro leaf door, white 
glossy lacquered, transparent glass art 
2397 with push pull opening.
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SOLUZIONI  
DI DESIGN  
PER ARREDARE 
CON SOFISTICATA 
ELEGANZA  
OGNI TUO  
ATTIMO

Plan door and portal detail, low relief 
handle code 2021.01 cat. A chrome. 
Previous page: matt plan lacquered 
wardrobe with chrome handle cat A code 
2021.01 cat. A. Equipped portals, matt, 3 
crystal shelves, dresser with 3 drawers, 
matt lacquered and a unit, with led in 
the lower and upper rail. An original and 
modern idea for wardrobe. Riquadro door 
with transparent glass.
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Wardrobe with hinged doors in white 
matt lacquered MO01, handle Art 2272 
cat. A variant chrome handle 01. Doors 
fitted with soft closing hinges 
decelerated degrading. Cabinet with 
gap latex dust, milled in bas-relief on the 
entire perimeter frame and adjustable 
feet in height. 

Cabinet with hinged door, 
matt lacquered 4303 White Art. 2307.01 
cat. A chrome handle.

ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
ANTA LISCIA
LACCATA
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ARMADIO 
BATTENTE
ANTA LISCIA
NOBILITATA

At side, cabinet with melamine doors 
LM76 Burned wood finish, handles 
with ferrules Art 100.29 cat. A cromo.
Burned Wood door made in matrix, 
available in melamine material in the 
sample set for outdoor use. 
Doors with hinges with 94° opening 
decelerated, beat leaf, dust gap. 
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ARMADIO
ANTA

COMPLANARE
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ARMADIO SOFT
COMPLANARE
SU MISURA

2405

3369 3964 4785

2887 3000
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2405

2887
3000

On the previous page, Wardrobe 
Art 24240 cm  by 240.5 cm in matt 
lacquered white CR4303,  made of two 
structural modules to 116.5 cm  with 
two opening doors to 121 cm. 

Next, Art. 24241 by 288.7/300.0 cm 
closet or “customised” reduction in 
white matt finish MO01, consisting of 
two coplanar sliding doors 121 cm and 
a hinged door, a standard or measure, 
placed on the right or left of the two 
sliding doors.
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3000 
At side, cabinet coplanar cm 300 Art 24243, glossy white lacquered code 
4303 consists of two coplanar sliding doors and a hinged from 121 
to 59 cm in its center.

4785

3369
3595

3964
4190

Below, cupboard 4785 cm 4 coplanar 121 sliding doors with double 
track. The doors slide over one another in pairs.

On page 120-121, wardrobe coplanar Art 24244 cm 3595, in glossy 
lacquered version CR4303 white made of two coplanar sliding doors 121 cm 
from the central and two side-hinged doors 59 cm. The two side doors can 
be made to customized or standard on the variant by 48 cm, 336.9 cm size.

Pages 122-123, Wardrobe coplanar Art 24249 cm 419,0, in glossy 
lacquered version MO55 camel, made with two sliding doors 3 doors from 
121 to 59 cm, where only the two side doors can be made to measure or 
standard on the variant by 48 cm. Size 396.4 cm.
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ARMADIO MIX
COMPLANARE
ANTA RIQUADRO
TRASPARENTE

It is presented Fimes equipped elegant 
wardrobe central unit’s detail for 
complanare wardrobe with Mix doors 
with portal , art 22532C, with crystal 
shelves, hanging 3 drawers Canaletto 
walnut dresser, back panel mirror and 
lower unit. In the next page it it shown: 
complanare mix wardrobe, with  2 
sliding doors ,with elegant and refined 
equipped unit, for an easy space’s 
organisation. Here it is represented white 
matt lacquered complanare door and 
mix handle, matt leaf riquadro door with 
trasparent glass. Push pull opening for 
the door, through pression.
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SOFISTICATO 
ED INNOVATIVO 
CONNUBIO 
DI APERTURA ANTE

 

Complanare mix closet. Combination 
between complanare door and central 
or lateral leaf doors to have a modern 
wardrobe solution. Customisation of 
width using latearal leaf elements. Glossy 
lacquered version.
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ARMADIO STRONG 
COMPLANARE  
TIME 3

Not a system, but a simple two-door wardrobe 
coplanar Art 24221. Purity of lines in matt, 
gloss or wood. Metal profiles disappear and 
leave  room for Wood, three panels assembled 
together with a special mechanic straightens 
doors, horizontal handle MIX bas-relief in the 
central panel. The cabinet TIME 3 can be made 
by assembling between them at will, the three 
types of finish of the panel, leaving room for 
subjective creativity making un ique closets. 

At  side cabinet coplanar TIME 3 Art 24221 
paneled white glossy, white matte, white pore. 

On the next page cupboard coplanar TIME 
3, glossy beige MO021 with MIX horizontal 
handle. The Time closet are equipped with 
sliding system type STRONG

2969
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ARMADIO STRONG 
COMPLANARE
TIME 3 - ANTA PLUS

It is shown here, on the opposite page 
coplanar closet TIME3 Art 24221 
CR4303 white matt finish with MIX 
horizontal handle. Continuity of simple 
lines in a closet that wants to be at one 
with the surrounding environment, by 
supplementing it, making  part of it, 
not as an hero, but as an extra 
in your everyday life. 
Dimensions 2969-620-2620 h.
Following page 130/131 flushing 
wardrobe with strong mechanism Plus 
door 149 composed by lacquered matt 
121 cm unit and crystal color unit 28 cm.

2969
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ARMADIO ANTA 
COMPLANARE 

PLUS LACCATO 
OPACO 

SPECCHIO
ARGENTATO

Plus door detail, matt lacquered and white 
extralight crystal. Matching matt, glossy 

lacquered and finishes such as canaletto 
walnut , ash tree open pore, wengè , 

mirror and lacquered colours.samples. 
In the previous page Complanare Plus 

Wardrobe. Available with many versions. 
Matt lacquered variant and mirror.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE 
TV SYSTEM

“TV SYSTEM” closet is here represented 
the mechanism that allows you to rotate 
the TV inside the cabinet (max 32’ L 74 
x H 42 cm). With central axis dividing 
aesthetics showcase or a adjustable Tv. 

In the next picture, cabinet door flush 
with Vertical 149, polished finish 
Acriplus MO21 Tortora. 
The cabinet is equipped with System Tv 
coplanar sliding system type Strong.

29692405 3000
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Images representing the movement of rotation 
and transformation from showcase to TV. 
Available in different solutions applied on the 
wing frames contours TV, in lacquered matt, 
polished, chrome or anodized aluminum. The 
system is equipped with a removable arm that 
allows a vision with both right position 
of 47° with both the left position of 34°.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE
TV SYSTEM

On the previous page, wardrobe 
coplanar to 300,0 cm with sliding 
system such as soft, made in white 
glossy finish 
CR 4303, MIX vertical handle. 
The TV SYSTEM element can be 
positioned at will both on right or left 
door of cm 121. On the wing is 121 cm 
from the left or right. Compartment size 
of cm 82 x 53. 

Tv system closet cabinet seen in 
the aesthetic side rear window with 
two hinged doors in different sizes, 
two crystal shelves 8 mm, LED light 
controlled, back mirror.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE 
CASSETTI SYSTEM

29692405 3000

145

Why open the doors to take advantage 
of the drawers when AG proposes a 
solution just as functional, unique and 
aesthetic? Coplanar doors that tightly 
surround the elegant dresser that 
becomes internall to external 
and became a decorative element, 
an element of differentiation for your 
wardrobe. In vertical or horizontal 
solutions,  standard matt or glossy 
finishes, or ennobled in essence of 
matter, the whole sample. 

On the following page: wardrobe with 
drawers horizontal and vertical Weekly 
made with chrome frames, handles 
Vertical doors 149 cm glossy/lacquered 
Mo01, optical white. 
No Limits gloss white bed with Smoked 
Glass Dragonfly.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE 
CASSETTI SYSTEM

Horizontal coplanar wardrobe with 
horizontal drawers made of melamine 
Materico Santos gray LM98, MO 21 
glossy frames. Vertical Doors 149, 
Acriplus finishes MO21 Tortora. Drawer 
flush closet with sliding system Strong.

2969
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Above, first photo, dresser with   colour on colour door’s frame, on  request as the second image,  
chrome door profiles. drawers are equipped with push pull opening with soft closing  blumotion rails. 
Vertical chest of drawers made with three drawers for a total size of cm 78,8x57,3x45,0 h. 
The tallboy unit  is made with four drawers cm 15,0 h and two drawers cm 26,0 h for a total size 
of 30,0x57,3x113,5 h. The finishes are available from the price list.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE  
VETRINA SYSTEM

29692405 3000

153

Decorative, aesthetic Showcase element 
can be made in horizontal or vertical 
doors solution with Vertical and  MIX 
doors 121 and 149. Perimeter frame in 
matt lacquered glossy finish, chrome and 
anodized aluminum. Interior finishes matt, 
glossy. Essence, melamine material. At 
side door MIX 149 cm MO01 optic white  
Following coplanar Showcase cabinet 
with MIX door 149, white gloss chrome 
frames represented here in the dual 
solution with horizontal and vertical 
showcase with glass shelves and special 
led lights with independent switch.
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ARMADIO 
COMPLANARE  
VETRINA SYSTEM

On the previous page, vertical door 
149 cm. Showcase cabinet made 
of high-gloss finish MO21 Tortora, 
with vertical window. 

At side and above details of the vertical 
window lacquered profile, the interior 
finish of the cabinet must be specified 
with price list. 
Horizontal showcase
Dimensions:  60,0x58,0x30,0 cm
with 1 glass shelf, 2 spotlight; 
Vertical showcase
Dimensions:  30,0x58,0x90,0 cm 
with 2 glass shelves, 1 spotlight.
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FINITURE INTERNE:

BURNED
WOOD LM76 

Is below depicts the interior finish 
material made of melamine in solution 
Burned wood LM76, viable solution only 
or with contrast trim. Alongside structure 
and equipment proposed with 940 mm 
modules including: shelves with 12 mm 
vertical divider, LED lamp with sensor, 
wooden shelves from mm35, grille, 
shirts/sweaters racks, drawers with 
glass front or wood front door pull-out 
trousersrack, with a special non-slip 
gap,  belts and tie rack, pull-out socks 
rack with 18 units, 8 mm tempered glass 
shelves. All mounted on runners with 
soft closing  Blumotion system 
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FINITURE INTERNE:

SETA FA 41 
PENELOPE 

Interior finish made of melamine FA41 
Silk Penelope available with one solution 
or with contrast trim. 
Alongside with the proposed structure 
and equipment modules from 
mm 711-1447 comprising: 35 mm 
shelves, pipe hangers, drawer front 
glass door with shoes in widths 
of 250/300/400 series H, vertical 
subdivision, 8 mm glass shelves, 
drawers front glass, wood front, 
with soft closing  Blumotion system.
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burned wood
: Interior equipment consists of: 

1 compartment 94,0 cm: 
- Wood drawers Art 2532, 15,0 cm H
- Glass drawer Art 2528, 15,0 cm H
- Shelves wood Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- Aluminum tube Art 2550
- LED Light Art 2956 ignition sensor

2nd compartment 94,0 cm: 

- Trouserrack Art 2591, 10 auction
- Porta tie / belt carries Art 2595,

6 to 3 rooms
- Aluminum tube Art 2550
- Wood shelf Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- LED Light Art 2956 ignition sensor

3rd compartment 94,0 cm:
- Divider with shelves Art 030, 1,2 cm th.
- Shelf Wood Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- Art glass shelf 2514, 0,6 cm H
- LED Light Art 2956 ignition sensor

4th compartment 94,0 cm:

- Shelf wood Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- Grid sweaters door Art 2546, 1,2 cm th.
- LED Light Art 2956 ignition sensor

seta penelope
The equipment consists of:

1 compartment 71,1 cm: 
- Wooden shelves Art in 2538, 3,5 cm H
- Aluminum tube Art 2549

2nd compartment 144,7 cm:
- Vertical partition Art 2505, 126,9 cm H
- Shoes metal drawer 940 cm Article 2573, 25 cm H
- Shoes metal drawer 940 cm Article 2573B, 30,0 cm H
- Drawer boots metallic 940 cm Art 2531H, 40,0 cm H
- Shelves Wooden Art 2536, 3,5 cm H
- Aluminum Tube from 144,7 cm Art 2955

3rd compartment 144,7 cm:
- aluminum pipes from 144,7 cm Art 2955

4th compartment 71,1 cm:
- Wooden drawer Art 2531, 1,5 cm H
- Drawer front glass Art 2527, 15,0 cm H
- Glass shelves Art 2513, 0,6 cm th.
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INTERNI  
FINITURA BURNED WOOD

On the Right trouserack  Art. 2594 for 94 
cm element. Following inclined element 
for shoes Art 2540Z. Shirts and  ties rack 
Art 2595. Below elements for subdivision 
Art 030 spaces with four compartments in 
height. Next:  lamp with vertical LED with 
sensor light Art  2967.
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INTERNI:
FINITURA SETA

New and easy drawer for shoes, with 
frontal glass, iron plan with laser opening 

for air. Drawers could be imposed to have 
a complete shoe cupboard.
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FINITURE INTERNE:

LARICE LK77

Interior finish material made of melamine 
in solution Larch LK 77 Matrix available 
in one  solution or with contrast trim. 
Alongside proposed structure and 
equipment modules mm 457-940 
comprising: top light sensor 94 cm 
aluminum tube 94 cm, 94 cm tray 
removable front glass. 94 cm glass front 
drawers, shelves for shoes with specially 
designed aluminum inclined by 94 cm, 
94 cm from the grid brings sweaters. 
Composition of shelves 12 mm by 94 
cm, LED lamp, all mounted on soft 
closing  Blumotion system.
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FINITURE INTERNE:

NOCE
CANALETTO LK44

Interior finish material made of melamine 
in solution walnut LK 44 Matrix available 
with one  solution or with contrast trim. 
Alongside with the proposed structure 
and equipment modules 
from mm 570 - 1165 comprising: 
sensor lights, aluminum tubes, trouser, 
35 mm shelves, drawers opposite 
wood, glass front with guides Blumotion 
closing gradual braking, double-door 
metal shoes.
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larice

noce canaletto

Interior equipment consists of: 

1 compartment to 45,7 cm: 
- Pipe hangers Art 2548
- Wooden Shelves Art 2536, 3,5 cm H

2nd compartment 94,0 cm: 
- Wood shelves Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- Suspended drawers wood Art 2532, 15,0 cm H
- Shelves grid Art 038, 1,2 cm th.

3rd compartment 94,0 cm:
- Art glass front drawers Art 2528, 15,0 cm H
- Removable trays in front Glass Art 2600, 9,0 cm H,
- Top light sensor ignition Art 2540L

4th compartment 94,0 cm: 
- Port inclined shoes made with sloping shelves

Art 2540Z, equipped with special protective aluminum
- Grid pruning sweater Art 2546
- Wooden shelf Art 2540, 3,5 cm H
- Led recessed lamp ignition sensor Art 2956

5th compartment 45,7 cm:
- Wooden shelves Art 2536, 3,5 cm H

1 compartment 57,0 cm: 
- Aluminum tubing hanger Art 2951,
- Wooden shelf Art 2533, 3,5 cm H.
- Led recessed lamp ignition sensor Art 2956

2nd compartment 116,5 cm:: 
- Shelves Wood Art 2535, 3,5 cm H
- Trouser suits adaptable Up and down Art 2510

3rd compartment 57,0 cm:
- Wood front drawers Art 2653, 24,0 cm H
- Art glass front drawers Art 2903, 15,0 cm H
- Led recessed lamp ignition sensor Art 2956

4th compartment 116,5 cm:
- Element with double shoe rack Art 2585A,

14 pairs of tubes
- Anodized aluminum tube Art 2953
- Wooden shelf Art 2535, 3,5 cm H

5th compartment 57,0 cm:
- Shelves Wood Art 2533, cm 3,5 H
- Led recessed lamp ignition sensor Art 2956
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FINITURE 
INTERNE
LARICE

It it is represented an overall view of our 
refined internal wardrobe’s melamine 
larch finish, both for structure and 
fittings. In the next page it is shown the 
precious larch finish for wardrobe’s 
structure, shelves and internal elements. 
Handy pull out hanger art 2510, dresser 
with drawers art. 2535, jumper rack art 
2546 and built in led in the wardrobe’s 
top art 2958
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INTERNI  
FINITURA LARICE

9 units for shits art 2546, vertical dividing 
panel art 2500, crystal shelves, artr 2512 
for an elegant space’s organisation and 
division. Pull out hanger art 2510. led light 
art 2960, chrome hanging rail art 2550, 
dresser with drawer art 2532, Brill alumi-
nium lateral handle.
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INTERNI:
FINITURA  
NOCE CANALETTO E SETA

INTERNI:
FINITURA  
NOCE CANALETTO
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INTERNI:
FINITURA  
NOCE CANALETTO

In the next pages melamine walnut /
seta and Canaletto walnut. Possibility of 
matching together different finishes for in-ternal 
fittings and structure, in order to have 
a great variety of solutions. Belt/tie unit art 
2595, pull out trouser rack art 2591, shirt/
jumper rack art. 2546, front glass drawer art 
2526, front wood drawer art 2530.
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ELEMENTI
SPECIALI



ELEMENTI 
SPECIALI
ANTA P15
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ANTA P15
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CORPO AVANZATO 
P15  
CONTENITORE 
PORTA OGGETTI

P15 door, art 2396, bags rack, from cm 
59 x 15 x 260, in two solutions with bags 
units and comparments. 15cm more than 
standard depth, P15 door is useful for 
internal setting. P15 can be placed free 
and could have different finishes from the 
rest of the wardrobe.



Corner elements which increase once 
again our units in order to use at best 
internal spaces. Big internal spaces without 
external big volume.

TERMINALE
SINGOLO

TERMINALE
DOPPIO
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ANGOLO
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SOLUZIONI  
PARTICOLARI  
ALTERNATIVE CHE 
RISOLVONO  
PIACEVOLMENTE  
LE TUE REALI 
PROBLEMATICHE 
D’ARREDO

Elegant and innovative sliding bookcase 
unit to solve problem about wardrobe’s 
side panels next to the entrance. Frontal 
mirror available.
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MANIGLIE



Art. 2307.01 cromo cat. A

Art. 2165.01 cromo cat. A

Art. 2103.01 cromo cat. A Art. 2021.01 cromo cat. A Art. 940.01 cromo cat. A

Art. 802.27 cromo-wengé cat. A

Art. 800.27 cromo-wengé cat. A

Art. 1107.25 cromo-laccato cat. A

Art. 2272.01 cromo cat. A
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MANIGLIE
BATTENTI
CAT. A

At side,  sample handles cat. A with 
extra cost. They are shown here for hinged 
door handles in different types and 
finishes. Consult the price list are also 
available handles cat. B without 
extra charge.

Art. 100.05 laccato-cromo cat. A Art. 1665.05 laccato opaco cat. A

Art. 1010.05 laccato opaco cat. A
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Art. 799A.02 alluminio cat. B

Art. 16182 alluminio plexiglass cat. B

Art. 271.01 cromo cat. B

Art. 791.02 alluminio cat. B

Art. 616.01 cromo cat. B

Art. 882.02 alluminio cat. B

Art. 804.02 alluminio cat. B
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MANIGLIE
BATTENTI
CAT. B

At side,  sample handles cat. B without 
cost. They are shown here for hinged door 
handles in different types and finishes. 
Consult the price list are also available 
handles cat. A with extra cost.

Art. 882 bronzo cat. B
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Maniglia-anta MIX verticale

Maniglia-anta MIX orizzontale

Maniglia-anta VerticalManiglia-anta FILO 00
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Art. 295.01 cromo

Maniglia-anta Profilo

MANIGLIE
SCORREVOLI

Samples for  sliding door’s handles. 
They are shown here handles for sliding 
doors in different types and finishes. 
There are also support standing  handles 
consulting price list.
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A N N A  G R A T I A  S T U D I A
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